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Kathy Shayna Shocket has the inside view of the stories that make headlines. 

 

Step inside the famous baseball executive’s home. 

With two children in college and another soon to graduate high school, President and CEO  of the Arizona Diamondbacks Derrick Hall and his
wife Amy Hall want to downsize. So they’ve put  their impressive Paradise Valley property (that they’ve called home since 2007) on the
market. 

Now it’s batter up for the next family who steps up to the $2.89 million price tag!

Step inside their 6,432 square-foot home nestled on 1.56 acres in the shadows of Mummy Mountain was custom built. And the Hall’s added
more than $500,000 of improvements to their abode with four bedrooms and five and half baths .;

The  formal living room opens to the wondrous backyard for the ultimate in indoor/outdoor living.

 

  Flowing lines and spacious windows allow for abundant sunshine.The magnificent split floor plan with a master wing includes his and her

offices or flex space for workout room. There’s also a chef's kitchen and separate butler's pantry with the luxuries of an ice maker and warming
drawer. 

Russ Lyon|Sotheby's International Realty has the listing for the property with envious outdoor living. Check out the expansive flagstone patios,
the pebble tec pool with sheer descents, the fire pit accent features and separate sitting areas which each have with gas fireplaces.
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 The “field” outside is perfect for family sports or entertaining.

 

Their large back yard features the top of the line synthetic turf with it's own watering system. And the outdoor ramada has a misting system,
beverage center and wet bar- perfect for entertaining or relaxing with the family.

Stay tuned for the major league news on the new owner! 

 Kathy Shayna Shocket, a freelance Writer, and TV- Field Producer based in Phoenix, AZ. The former TV-Reporter has written for
publications such as TIME Magazine, Money Magazine, PEOPLE Magazine, The Hollywood Reporter and The NEW YORK TIMES. You
can reach her at redkarpetgirl@aol.com
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